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Per Kirkeby - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Per_Kirkeby
Per Kirkeby (1 September 1938 â€“ 9 May 2018) was a Danish painter, poet, film maker
and sculptor. Biography. Brick sculpture by Per Kirkeby in front of ...

Biography · Career timeline · Selected exhibitions

Per Kirkeby | artnet
www.artnet.com/artists/per-kirkeby
Per Kirkeby is a Danish artist whose interest in geology and natural environments
exerted great influence over his paintings and brick sculptures. View Per Kirkebyâ€™s
1,237 artworks on artnet.

Dealers · Biography · Per Kirkeby

Per Kirkeby: Paintings and Sculpture
www.phillipscollection.org/events/2012-10-06-exhibition-kirkeby
One of Europe's most celebrated living artists, Per Kirkeby (Danish, b. 1938), is a
painter, sculptor, geologist, filmmaker, writer, and poet. The exhibition features 26 richly
layered paintings and 11 striking bronzes.

Per Kirkeby - 119 Artworks, Bio & Shows on Artsy
https://www.artsy.net/artist/per-kirkeby#!

Per Kirkeby
Painter

Per Kirkeby was a Danish painter, poet, film
maker and sculptor.

Wikipedia

Born: Sep 01, 1938 · Copenhagen,
Denmark

Died: May 09, 2018

Nationality: Danish

Spouse: Vibeke Windeløv (m. 1979 - 2002)

Children: Sophus K. Windeløv (Son)
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Find the latest shows, biography, and artworks for sale by Per Kirkeby. Originally trained
as a geologist, Per Kirkeby is one of Scandinaviaâ€™s most celebrateâ€¦

Per Kirkeby, Pioneering Neo-Expressionist Painter, Dies
â€¦
www.artnews.com/2018/05/09/per-kirkeby-pioneering-neo...
In 1997, Paul Levine, then a Copenhagen correspondent for ARTnews, visited Per
Kirkebyâ€™s studio for a profile in the magazine. Levine asked Kirkeby about the
inward-looking nature of his canvases, which tended toward the dark and brooding, often
earthy tones piled on top of one another. â€œIn my ...

Per Kirkeby | Almine Rech Gallery
www.alminerech.com/exhibitions/4715-per-kirkeby
Per Kirkeby (b. 1938 in Copenhagen) is one of the most renowned artists of his
generation. Kirkebyâ€™s multiple skills, not only as a painter, sculptor, and film maker
but also as an author (of poetry, essays and travel books) make for â€¦

Per Kirkeby (1938â€“2018) - Artforum International
https://www.artforum.com/news/per-kirkeby-1938-2018-75365
May 10, 2018 · Per Kirkebyâ€”the Danish neo-expressionist painter, sculptor, poet,
writer, and filmmaker who likened paintings to â€œcollapsing structures,â€� a metaphor
borrowed from geologyâ€”has died. He was seventy-nine years old. Heavily influenced by
his training as a geologist and his expeditions to ...

Hiding in Plain Sight - Artforum International Apr 10, 2018

artforum.com / artguide Dec 22, 2017

Eric Shiner to Curate Armory Showâ€™s Platform Section ...Jan 11, 2017

Artforum International
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Collecting Per Kirkeby? | Find Art Info & Auction Prices
Ad · www.mutualart.com
Performance Analysis, Upcoming Sales, Exhibitions, Indices & Graphs.
MutualArt.com provides art collectors and enthusiasts with personalized art ...
Sales & Auction Results · Personalized Alerts · Featuring 200k+ Artists

Per Kirkeby at Amazon
Ad · Amazon.com/books
Save on Arts, Photography & Coffee Table Books
Read Ratings & Reviews · Shop Our Huge Selection · Explore Amazon Devices

8.0/10  (6,727 reviews)
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Children: Sophus K. Windeløv (Son)

Education: University of Copenhagen
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Per Kirkeby (Book by
Per Kirkeby)
Danish painter, poet,
filmmaker, architect, and
sculptor Per Kirkeby is onâ€¦

Per Kirkeby (Book by
Ane Hejlskov â€¦
This enormous catalogue
raisonne will long be the
seminal work on the Danisâ€¦
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